
A HISTORY OF THE USEFULNESS OF CULTURAL REVOLUTION AROUND

THE WORLD THROUGH TIME

The Cultural Revolution, formally the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, was a sociopolitical movement in the
People's Republic of China from until Launched by Mao Zedong, then Chairman of the Communist Party of China,
China's youth responded by forming Red Guard groups around the country, which.

Party elders who had been purged from the top leadership were not reinstated, however. So it was the nominal
majority view. This problem, or blessing, was compounded by the fact that with a semi-feudal and
semi-colonial history, the broad masses in China had almost no experience in formal democracy, and hardly
knew of the idea of democracy. It is like calling someone who lied once in his old age a liar all his life. In
August , the 11th Plenum of the Eighth Party Congress issued a point program outlining the aim, targets, and
method of struggle of the Cultural Revolution. Propaganda, while orienting people and putting particular
issues and immediate events into historical perspective, does not have the agitational or mobilizing value of
single slogans. The same incorrect method was repeated in the Cultural Revolution; the effect was more
serious because the struggle was qualitatively broader. As it was common intellectual practice in China to use
historical legends to criticize contemporary events or figures, the play was clear to many as an orchestrated
attack on Mao for his treatment of Peng Teh-huai, a former Minister of Defense who was purged in for
slandering the Great Leap Forward, having close ties with the Soviet Union and various other crimes. Peng
Chen, then Peking mayor and a Politburo member, was chosen head due to his close relationship with and
strong influence among the intellectuals in the literature and arts. The masses, who are not politically trained,
are not motivated by historical visions even though in the long term their actions are of such substance.
Instead of printing only the official party view, newspapers now allow more open debate on questions before
the party formally adopts a view. It is a serious fault in political leadership in that this approach, though lively,
necessarily lacks scientific vigor and theoretical precision. Many of these did need to be overthrown because
of thoroughly revisionist content. A genuine democracy is also much harder to achieve. Such perceptions are
always spontaneous and thus often lack a clear focus. In Canton, the British Legation was burned and other
embassies were attacked. The big characters on the board read "Field for Criticism. Food was in desperate
shortage, and production fell dramatically. However, while the proletariat wants to transform the world
according to the proletariat world outlook, the bourgeoisie also wanted to transform the world according to
their world outlook. The two leaders threw their support to Deng Xiaoping who had been purged during the
first phase of the Cultural Revolution , a development opposed by the more radical Jiang and her allies, who
became known as the Gang of Four. Li stopped school and started learning Chinese literature with a local
scholar. In China before the Cultural Revolution, and today in the Soviet Union, these people would be
permanently labelled with no opportunity to criticize or change. Of the Party Control Commission, 54 out of
60 members were disgraced. They said it was bad enough to get me shots. In , he joined the Fourth Ministry of
Machine-Building, which oversaw the electronics industry. Every class still wanted to stubbornly express
itself. So the genuine mass democracy that has no structural material basis under socialism is limited. Mao
repeatedly called for narrowing the target of attack, but the target was actually enlarged, leading to many
excesses.


